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1Summary
Based on article 54 of the Rome Statute, the investigators under the Office ofthe Prosecutor in the ICC have an obligation to initially evaluate theobtained evidence. Considering the especially beneficial nature of the opensource evidence, the so-called open source investigations are becomingmore and more popular in the ICC. It is however unclear, how does thestandard of reliability apply to that type of evidence and which factorsshould be initially evaluated by the investigators while collecting the opensource evidence.
Following article 69 (4) and the admissibility test pointed out by therelevant case law, it is firstly necessary to evaluate whether the obtainedevidence is relevant to the trial. The irrelevant evidence should be excludedalready in the investigative phase. Secondly, it is necessary to evaluate theprobative value of the evidence and weigh it against the prejudicial effectthat the evidence might cause.
The assessment of probative value involves the evaluation of the reliabilityand credibility of evidence. While there is a certain general standard for thereliability set in article 69 (7) of the Statute, then due to the special natureof the open source evidence, it is not relevant for the evaluation of that typeof evidence. While evaluating the reliability of open sources however, it ismost importantly necessary to conclude whether the evidence indicates itssources in sufficient detail. While anonymous open source evidence couldbe admitted by the Court for limited purposes, then the weight of evidencecould be considerably higher if the evidence provides sufficient indicationto its sources.
Secondly, after the source of evidence is revealed, its impartiality andindependence have to be evaluated. This evaluation could also involve the
2assessment of the motivation of source, or its general ideology. Additionally,it is important to evaluate the prior experience with the source, thecorroborating sources and the language of the source.
Further, the evaluation of the credibility of the information delivered by thesource involves among others the assessment of the consistency of theinformation. The internal inconsistencies for an example could refer to thegeneral incredibility of the information, while the external inconsistenciesbetween two or more sources could refer that one of the sources could notbe considered reliable. Considering the different nature of the photographicand video evidence, then the evaluation of the credibility of that type ofinformation could be relatively different. For an example, it is necessary toevaluate the device used for taking the photo or video, but also the ankleand the lighting of the image or video.
Besides those general factors affecting the reliability of evidence, whichcould be evaluated by the investigators during open source investigations, ithas to be borne in mind, that the Court is always free to evaluate evidenceon case to case basis, depending on the special circumstances of each issueunder prosecution. Therefore, besides the general reliability criteriapointed out in this research, there could always be additional factors thatthe Chamber decides to consider and it is not possible to point out acomplete and universal reliability framework.
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51 Introduction
1.1. Background
In dealing with the most serious crimes of concern to the internationalcommunity as a whole, considerable investigative work is required of theInternational Criminal Court (hereafter ‘ICC’ or ‘Court’) including activitiesas wide-ranging as exhuming mass graves, conducting forensic work,sending investigators to different countries to interview witnesses andaccessing and sifting large volumes of governmental records.1 In addition tothe well-known and classical investigation methods, the Court also has arelatively new and little explored method in its possession, where theevidence is obtained from publicly available sources.Today, with the evolution of the internet, a vast array of information hasbecome retrievable with the click of a mouse and the gathering ofknowledge from the so-called open sources has become a prominent aspectwithin the security and intelligence network.2 The usefulness of the opensources has already been proven by several international and nationalinstitutions, which are constantly using open sources in their investigations.The Dutch Intelligence and Security Services Act, for instance, states thatfirst open sources need to be checked before any other methods can beapplied3 and Europol, the European Union’s law enforcement agency, whichis fighting against serious international crime and terrorism, is regularlyexploiting various open sources in its investigations.4
Open source information is information that is publicly available. In other
1Bergsmo/Kruger ⊂	Triffterer	(2008),	at	10782 Eijkman, Weggemans (2013), at 2853 Wet op inlichtingen en Veiligheidsdiensten; see also Eijkman, Weggemans (2013), at 2874 Europol Information Management, Products and Services, at 12, 16 available athttp://www.mvr.gov.mk/Uploads/Europol%20Products%20and%20Services-Booklet.pdfaccessed 25 May 2014
6words; what is not ‘confidential’ and is out there in the public domain. It isthe information that anyone can ‘lawfully obtain by request, purchase, orobservation’.5 Examples of open information sources include the media (e.g.radio, television, newspapers, websites, blogs), official (governmental)reports, academic sources (papers, conferences, seminars), commercial dataand so-called ‘gray literature’ such as working papers, unofficialgovernment documents and surveys.6 Not only online news pages but also‘weblogs’ and ‘social networking sites’ including Facebook and Twitter foran example are perceived as potential valuable sources for intelligence.Here one can through information technology find unique informationabout the lives of millions of (world) citizens.7
The benefits of open source investigations are emphasized by securityconsultants, scientists, the media as well as the intelligence community.Open source information is cheap and more widely available than thetraditional public information acquired by clandestine services. Moreover, italso provides extra information, which sometimes cannot be gained byother intelligence sources (e.g. human intelligence). In addition, as a resultof the wide availability of (local) news coverage throughout the internet, theuse of online open sources enables security — and intelligence agencies tobe more up-to-date. Simultaneously, online open sources may in times ofcrisis — e.g. a war — be a more reliable and safe way of acquiringintelligence than by polarized human intelligence.8
Those are aspects, which can be especially beneficial for the investigationsconducted by the ICC. Considering that most of the Court’s investigationsare taking place in relatively remote areas then basing its investigations onopen sources can decrease the costs and increase the time-efficiency of theinvestigations. Also, as the cases under the Court’s jurisdiction are often
5 National Open Source Enterprice, Intelligence Community Directive 301, July 2006 citedin Eijkman, Weggemans (2013), at 2866 Sands (2005) at 64-65; see also Eijkman, Weggemans (2013) at 2877 Eijkman, Weggemans (2013), at 2878 Ibid., at 288
7those of a political nature, involving current or previous governmentofficials then the Court might face problems regarding State cooperationwhile requesting evidence (such as governmental records), or thenegotiations with the government authorities might be time-consuming.Therefore, the open sources are indispensable for finding informationespecially in the early stages of investigations.9
Moreover, it must be taken into consideration that the crimes under theCourt’s jurisdiction are those of a special character – the crime of genocide,crimes against humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression.10 Thosecrimes involve extreme violence, large territories, hundreds of differentsuspects, victims, witnesses and often also political propaganda againstdifferent national, religious, racial or ethnic groups. Because of the specialcharacter of those crimes, the most valuable evidence could come especiallyfrom the open sources.
For an example the ICTR case of Nahimana, Barayagwiza and Ngeze,popularly dubbed the Media case, involved the prosecution of threeindividuals alleged to have been the masterminds behind a media campaignto desensitize the Hutu population and incite them to murder the Tutsipopulation in Rwanda in 1994. The media campaign involved anestablishment of a local radio channel Radio Télévision Libre des Mille
Collines (RTLM) and Kangura newsletter,which were desensitizing the Hutupopulation and inciting them to murder the Tutsi population. In January2007, largely based on the evidence collected from the relevant mass media,the Appeals Chamber acquitted all three defendants of conspiracy tocommit genocide, and all genocide charges relating to their involvement
9 For an example, the OTP has faced major problems regarding state cooperation during itsinvestigations in Kenya. See for an example: Thomas Obel Hansen, Masters of Manipulation:
How the Kenyan Government is Paving the Way for Non-Cooperation With the ICC, in OpenSecurity Conflict and Peace Building, 30 May 201210 Rome Statute, article 5 (1)
8with RTLM and Kangura respectively.11Besides the well-known Media case, there are numerous different examples,where media has been used to spread violence against certain groups. Foran example during the ICC investigations in the Republic of Côte d'Ivoire,the investigators largely referred to various publicly available mediasources while describing the attacks against the civilian population. It wasalleged that the government used the media, including the State-sponsoredradio-television, to engage in a campaign of incitement to hatred andviolence against those who were perceived to be their political opponentsor belonged to foreign groups.12
In addition to the mass media, the Court has also used different publiclyavailable NGO reports in its investigations. During the early investigationsin the Republic of Côte d'Ivoire, the investigators used reports issued byHuman Rights Watch and Amnesty International for an example whileclaiming that there is a reasonable basis to believe that different crimesagainst humanity had occurred and therefore an investigation should beauthorized in the region.13 As the NGOs generally base their reports ofdetailed investigations in countries, which often overlap with the Court’sinterest zones, then those reports can be a highly beneficial source ofinformation for the Court.Because of the extremely violent nature of the crimes and the large amountsof people who are affected by the violence, the investigators may often findrelevant photos, videos and statements posted by the victims and witnesseson different social media channels, such as Facebook, Twitter, differentblogs and personal webpages. It has been estimated that the civil war inSyria has been the most socially mediated civil conflict in history. Accordingto a team of scholars from George Washington University and American
11 Nahimana et al., AC, ICTR-99-52-A, 28 November 2007, para 1017 – 1036; see also Kagan(2008)12 Situation in the Republic of Côte d'Ivoire, OTP, Request for authorization of aninvestigation pursuant to article 15 (ICC-02/11-3), 23 June 2011, para 101 - 10613 Ibid, para 132 - 133
9University an exceptional amount of what the outside world knows – orthinks it knows – about Syria’s nearly three-year-old conflict has come fromvideos, analysis and commentary circulated through social networks.14
It must be taken into consideration, however, that the evidence collectedfrom open sources raises several questions, especially regarding itsreliability. While some forms of illegality or violations of human rightscreate the danger that the evidence, such as a confession obtained from aperson during interrogation, may not be truthful or reliable as it may havebeen proffered as a result of the duress arising from the circumstances ofthe violation, then other forms of evidence require preservation orcollection in a manner that safeguards the integrity and reliability ofevidence from tampering, corruption and tainting.15 Similarly, the reliabilityof open source evidence might be affected by several different factors.
As it often happens with the information collected from the publicly opensources, the authors of the information might be unknown or unclear. Asthe author of the information is unknown then there could be a possibilitythat the information might be provided by someone closely related to theaccused and therefore the data raise several questions concerning itsindependence and impartiality. Also, the information might be biased by thepersonal, political or religious views of the author.
It has been stated that social media creates a dangerous illusion ofunmediated information flows. Those who follow YouTube videos, SyrianTwitter accounts, or Facebook postings may believe that they are receivingan accurate and comprehensive account of the conflict. Nevertheless, theseflows are carefully curated by networks of activists and designed to craftparticular narratives. Indeed, key curation hubs within social media
14 M. Lynch, D. Freelon, S. Aday (2014) at 515 H. Behrens/D. K. Piragoff ⊂	Triffterer	(2008),	at 1334
10
networks may now play a gatekeeping role as powerful as that once playedby television producers and op-ed page editors.16
As the open source evidence is still a relatively new trend in the Court’sinvestigations, then the Court’s view towards that type of evidence is not yetentirely clear. Regarding certain types of open source evidence, such as NGOreports, the Court has stated that they can be considered prima faciereliable, provided that they meet certain criteria.17 On the other hand,however, the Court has pointed out that even though NGO reports and pressarticles may be a useful introduction to the historical context of a conflictsituation, they do not usually constitute a valid substitute for the type ofevidence that is required to meet the evidentiary thresholds.18Generally, the questions regarding the reliability of evidence seem to be upto the Chambers to assess. Nevertheless, an initial evaluation of evidencehas to be made already by the investigators during the collection ofevidence. Although article 54 does not explicitly bring out the Prosecutor’sobligation to verify the reliability of the collected evidence, the notion ‘toestablish truth’ has been interpreted as a duty to initially evaluate theinformation and be as comprehensive as necessary in his or herinvestigation to establish whether criminal responsibility exists.19Therefore, the critical evaluation of the sources of information and evidenceis fundamental for successful investigations.
Although the initial evaluation of evidence is required already in theinvestigative stage of the proceedings then the criteria, according to whichthe evaluation should be conducted is unclear. Similarly to the fact that thelegal instruments do not pose any specific rules for the collection of opensource evidence, there is also no specific criteria or standard for the initial
16 M. Lynch, D. Freelon, S. Aday (2014) at 617 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 2118 Gbagbo, PTC I, ICC-02/11-01/11, 3 June 2013, para 3519 Bergsmo/Kruger ⊂	Triffterer	(2008),	at	1079
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assessment and evaluation of that type of evidence.20 Therefore, despite themultiple benefits of the open source investigations, it is unclear whetherthis type of evidence could be considered reliable and whether it meets theevidentiary thresholds for the later admissibility of evidence.
1.2. Purpose and Research Question
The purpose of this thesis is to conclude, which aspects of the open sourceevidence should be evaluated by the ICC investigators in the investigativestage.  In order to reach this conclusion, the paper will analyse the reliabilitystandard applicable to evidence in the ICC and explore how does thisstandard apply to the open source evidence.
It has to be borne in mind, however, that the Court has deliberately notprovided a fixed standard for the reliability of evidence as the Chambershave to have an ability to assess the evidence ‘freely’.21 They are authorizedby the Statute to request any evidence that is necessary to determine thetruth, subject always to such decisions on relevance and admissibility as arenecessary, bearing in mind the dictates of fairness.22
Despite this, there are several general rules on reliability specified in theRome Statute (hereafter ‘Statute’) and discussed in the relevant case law,which form a certain reliability framework in the ICC procedures. Bypointing out the standard of reliability applicable to open source evidence,this paper intends to provide the investigators under the Office of theProsecutor in the ICC with certain guidelines on how to initially evaluateopen source evidence so that it can be considered reliable and thereforelater admissible at the trial. The research question addressed in this thesistherefore goes as follows:
20 See also Alamuddin ⊂	PEICP	at	23121 Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 62(2)22 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06-1399, 13 June 2008, para 24
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Which are the factors affecting the reliability of open
source evidence in the ICC?
As already mentioned above, the investigations based on open sources arenew in the ICC and the reliability of evidence collected from the opensources is a yet unexplored field of international criminal procedure.Therefore, the current research, by exploring the standard of reliability andanalysing how it applies to open source evidence, makes an originalcontribution to the academic discussion on the topic and provides a basisfor further research on the topics of reliability and open source evidence.Additionally, as the paper intends to provide certain guidelines to theinvestigators in the ICC, the research also possesses certain practical value.
1.3. Methodology and Delimitations
While exploring the reliability of open source evidence, the current thesiswill be delimited to international criminal procedures in the ICC. Therefore,a large part of the research will be based on the Rome Statute and the caselaw regarding the evaluation of the reliability and the admissibility ofevidence. As the interpretations of the Rome Statute and the Court’sjudgments often refer to the case law issued by other international courtsand tribunals, judgments issued by the ICTY, ICTR and ECtHR will be treatedas supporting material.
The information found from open sources might serve different purposes.Some of the information might not qualify as evidence because it fails tofulfil the admissibility standards, but it could still be useful for theinvestigations as it might lead to new sources of information, where a moreclassical type of evidence could be found. For example, a post on Facebookmight not serve as evidence by itself but it might lead to the discovery of arelevant witness or reveal new possible suspects. The focus of this paper
13
will, however, be on the information collected from the open sources in thecontext of justification, meaning that the information discovered in the opensources will be treated as evidence in the criminal proceedings, not merelyas a lead to a more classical type of evidence.23
As there are different evidential standards for the evidence at the pre-trialstage and at the trial stage and because of the limitations of the research,this paper will be mainly focusing on the reliability standard applicable tothe open source evidence at the trial stage. At the trial stage the evidentialstandard is relatively high compared to the evidentiary thresholds in thepre-trial stage. As stated in article 66 (3) of the Statute, in order to convictthe accused, the Court must be convinced of the guilt of the accused beyond
reasonable doubt. Further, this thesis will be delimited to the evidenceserving as a proof of material elements of crimes, such as mens rea and
actus reus at the trial stage. Nevertheless, in order to best illustrate theanalysis of the research, several examples could also be drawn from thecases discussing evidence proving for an example the contextual elements24of the international crimes.Although the paper intends to analyse the reliability standard applicable toopen source evidence at the trial stage then in some parts of the paper, thedecisions issued by the Pre Trial Chambers will be used as examples or assupporting material. Depending on the case law under question, it willhowever be pointed out if the decision was made in pre-trial stage and if theoutcome of the assessment of evidence could be considerably different inthe trial stage of proceedings.Apart from the case law discussing the assessment of open source evidence,the paper will also point out several rules governing the assessment of
23 For the distinction between context of discovery and context of justification see:Hoyningen-Huene (2006), at 119-13124 For an example while prosecuting war crimes, the defendant’s conduct must have some“nexus” to an armed conflict and regarding crimes against humanity, the defendant’sbehavior must be part of “widespread or systematic” attack against a civilian population.For the contextual elements in the international crimes see for an example: Kevin JonHeller (2009)
14
other types of evidence, such as witness statements. In those parts of theresearch, it will be analysed whether similar rules might be also applicableto open source evidence. As the assessment of the reliability of witnessstatements is considerably more reflected in the Court’s case law than theassessment of the reliability of open source evidence, it will be interestingto analyse if the same rules could also be relevant to the open sources.The notion of ‘reliability’ in its classical meaning stands for dependable andconsistent results of a replicable and repeatable process, and is an attributeof credibility. This process forms the basis of reliable conclusions.Credibility as a broader concept describes an extent to which a piece ofevidence, either tangible or testimonial, can be believed. It involvesadditional attributes such as authenticity and accuracy for tangibleevidence, and veracity and objectivity for testimonial evidence.25In order to effectively address the research question and come to clearconclusions the research will distinguish in its analyses between thereliability of the source of evidence and the credibility of the informationdelivered by the source as it may well happen that a source considered notto be reliable delivers credible information, and the other way around. Foran example, a publicly open personal blog, which is known to generallydeliver false information, may occasionally deliver plausible data aboutcertain events. Also, an NGO, which is considered a reliable source maypublish a report, where the information is incredible due to a technicalmistake. Therefore, the current paper will treat the notion of ‘reliability’ asthe general trustworthiness of the source and the ‘credibility’ as the qualityof the information, indicating whether it should be believed or not.
Therefore, the research question posed in the beginning of this paper isaddressing the simplified notion of ‘reliability’, referring to the overalltrustworthiness of the evidence, while the further analysis will differ
25 Anderson, Schum, Twining (2005) at 65; see also Appazov (2013) at 23
15
between the reliability of the source and the credibility of the informationdelivered by the source.
The current paper will start by establishing the context in which thereliability of evidence is evaluated. As it will be demonstrated, for asuccessful evaluation of evidence, it is necessary to consider severaldifferent aspects including the relevance of evidence, the probative valueand the prejudicial effect. After pointing out the context in which thereliability is assessed, the paper will analyse article 69 (7) of the Statute andits application to the open source evidence.
The fourth and fifth part of the paper will analyse the relevant case lawissued by the Court regarding the evaluation of evidence. The fourth chapterwill be focusing on the case law concerning the evaluation of the sources,while the fifth chapter will focus on the evaluation of the informationprovided by the sources. Some of the referred case law analyses the specifictype of open source evidence and some of it focuses on other types ofevidence. As already pointed out above, the paper will also discuss some ofthe rules applicable to the evaluation of other types of evidence and analyseif they could also apply to the open source evidence.
As it was pointed out earlier, one of the purposes of the current research isto provide the investigators under the OTP in the ICC with certainguidelines on how to collect evidence from the open sources, so that itmeets the criteria of reliability set in the case law. Therefore, whileanalysing the rules regarding the evaluation of reliability, the paper will alsosuggest certain methods on how to follow those rules.
16
2 The context of reliability in the
ICC
According to article 69 (4) of the Statute, the Court may rule on therelevance or admissibility of any evidence, taking into account, inter alia,the probative value of the evidence and any prejudice that such evidencemay cause to a fair trial or to a fair evaluation of the testimony of a witness,in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.26 It has beenstated that an assessment of the prima facie reliability of evidence by theCourt can form part of an inquiry into probative value.27In Lubanga, the prosecution included in its written submissions an analysisof the Statute and the relevant jurisprudence, arguing that articles 69(3)and (4) create a straightforward test for the assessment of evidence: theevidence must be relevant, have probative value and be prima faciereliable.28 The test for the assessment of evidence was further discussed bythe Trial Chamber, where the Court stated following:First, the Chamber must ensure that the evidence is primafacie relevant to the trial, in that it relates to the matters thatare properly to be considered by the Chamber in itsinvestigation of the charges against the accused and itsconsideration of the views and concerns of participatingvictims. /…/Second, the Chamber must assess whether the evidence has,on a prima facie basis, probative value. In this regard thereare innumerable factors, which may be relevant to thisevaluation, some of which, as set out above, have beenidentified by the ICTY. The Appeals Chamber in Aleksovskistated that the indicia of reliability include whether theevidence is “voluntary, truthful and trustworthy, as
26 Rome Statute art 69 (4)27 H. Behrens/D. K. Piragoff ⊂	Triffterer	(2008),	at 130628 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06-1399, 13 June 2008, para 7; Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06, 24 June 2009, para 49
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appropriate; and for this purpose [the Trial Chamber] mayconsider both the content of the hearsay statement and thecircumstances under which the evidence arose; or, as JudgeStephen described it, the probative value of a hearsaystatement will depend upon the context and character of theevidence in question. /…/Third, the Chamber must, where relevant, weigh theprobative value of the evidence against its prejudicialeffect.29 Whilst it is trite to observe that all evidence thattends to incriminate the accused is also “prejudicial” to him,the Chamber must be careful to ensure that it is not unfair toadmit the disputed material, for instance because evidenceof slight or minimal probative value has the capacity toprejudice the Chamber’s fair assessment of the issues in thecase.30
As the Court sets the ‘rules’ for the evaluation of evidence, then in order fora piece of evidence to be admissible in the trial stage, the admissibility testset by the Trial Chamber has to be followed. Concluding from theadmissibility test pointed out by the Court, the reliability of evidence shouldby far not be assessed in a vacuum. Instead, the assessment of reliability is apart of the overall evaluation of probative value, which is encompassed bythe evaluations of relevance and the prejudicial effect.
This means that the initial evaluation of open source evidence in theinvestigative stage would have to follow the same admissibility test.Following the Court’s reasoning, first the relevance of a piece of evidencehas to be evaluated, which is followed by the evaluation of the probativevalue and finally, the prejudicial effect should be assessed.
29 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06-1399, 13 June 2008, para 28 citing Aleksovski, AC, ICTY,16 February 1999, para 1530 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06-1399, 13 June 2008, para 31
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2.1. Relevance
As discussed above, the first test of admissibility of evidence considers therelevance of evidence. If a certain piece of evidence is ruled to be irrelevantto the trial, then the assessment will not reach the second and third tests ofadmissibility – the test of probative value and prejudicial effect. For anexample, the Trial Chamber in Gombo assessed the relevance of a paperauthored by Paul Melly, an independent researcher. After reaching aconclusion that the paper was irrelevant to the trial, the Chamber rejectedits admission into evidence without moving on to consider the paper’sprobative value.31
The notion of relevance was firstly defined by the ICTY, according to whichrelevance is a relationship or nexus that is derived from the proffered itemof evidence and the fact in issue or proposition that is sought to be provedor disproved.32 In the ICC case law, the relevance has been interpreted quitesimilarly. As pointed out above, in Lubanga the Court stated that in orderfor a piece of evidence to be considered relevant, it has to relate to thematters that are properly to be considered by the Chamber in itsinvestigation of the charges against the accused and its consideration of theviews and concerns of participating victims. Therefore, the crucial elementof relevance is the relation or nexus of the evidence to the mattesconsidered at the trial.
The relevance of a report issued by the UN was discussed by the TrialChamber in Gombo, where the Court noted following:
The Chamber notes that the Mambasa UN Report -although referring to events, which occurred in a differentterritory - describes another intervention by the MLCtroops during the timeframe covered by the charges. Inparticular, it refers to the role of the accused in this
31 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 14-1532 Delalic et al. ICTY, TC, IT-96-21, 19 January 1998, para. 29
19
intervention, allegations of abuses committed by the MLCtroops, and the response to those allegations by the MLCleadership and the accused.As such, the Chamber is satisfied that the Mambasa UNReport relates to matters that are properly to beconsidered by the Chamber, inter alia, the item may berelevant to a determination of the accused's ability toimpose disciplinary measures and his power to preventand repress the commission of crimes. In addition, thedocument may be of relevance to the Chamber'sdetermination of the accused's relevant mens rea inaccordance with Article 28(a) of the Statute. 33As it can be seen, in order for a piece of evidence to be considered relevant,it is not necessary that it is directly related to the events, which are underquestion at the trial. In this case, the Court pointed out that the report wasrelevant because it related to the overall role of the accused, the accused’sabilities and powers etc. A piece of evidence might, however, also berelevant to numerous different aspects, which are under consideration ineach case. For an example, as mentioned by the Court, the accused’s
mens rea could be evaluated based on various different pieces of evidence.It has to be pointed out, however, that the relevance of open sourceevidence could often be more problematic than the relevance of other typesof evidence. The reason being that the open source evidence often includesa lot of information, parts of which might be relevant to the trial, parts ofwhich might not. While a witness can selectively reflect his or her memoriesor experiences related to a certain event, then the publicly available reports,news articles, photos and videos often include a lot of information, whichmay not be directly related to the issues considered at the trial.
For an example, an NGO report could be conducted about a certain area orcountry. This report might provide a lot of information about the generalcharacteristics, historical background and population of this area or state.The information might be partly relevant to the events under question, but
33 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 12
20
a big part of it might also be irrelevant. Therefore, the nexus between thepiece of evidence and the fact that is sought to be proved or disproved coulddiffer depending on the parts of the report.
This type of situation was discussed by the Court in Gombo, where the Courtruled a report issued by an independent researcher Paul Melly inadmissible,because it lacked relevance to the charges against the accused. The Courtnoted following:
The Chamber notes that Mr Melly's Paper analyses, interalia, the historical and cultural background of the CAR, thegovernment of President Patasse, the crisis of 2001 in theCAR, and the extent to which the MLC and other forceswere involved in the conflict.Although there is a brief description of the relationshipbetween the former CAR's President Patasse and MrBemba, the Chamber is of the view that Mr Melly's Paper,which refers to events which occurred outside thetemporal scope of the charges, does not appear to containany information with the potential to influence theChamber's determination on the case and is thereforeconsidered by the Chamber to be irrelevant to the chargesagainst the accused.34
Although both of the reports, the Mambasa UN Report (referenced above)and the independent researcher’s report, discuss events, which were notunder consideration during the trial, then the outcome of the evaluation ofrelevance is considerably different. While the Mambasa UN Report wasdiscussing events, which occurred in another territory, but were stillrelevant for the evaluation of other aspects under consideration at the trial,then the independent researcher’s report refers to events outside thetemporal scope of the charges, not related to any of the matters consideredby the Chamber.
34 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013,  para 14
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Concluding from the Court’s evaluation, the line between the relevant andirrelevant parts of the open source evidence could be very fine. For a pieceof evidence to be considered relevant, it has to clearly relate to the mattersconsidered by the Chamber. After the relevance test, the next parts of theadmissibility test – probative value and prejudicial effect have to beanalysed.
2.2. Probative value and prejudicial effect
After a piece of evidence is considered to be relevant, the probative valuewill be analysed, which as discussed in Lubanga, also includes theevaluation of reliability. The test of probative value might be especiallychallenging, as according to the Court, there are innumerable factors, whichmay be relevant to this evaluation. The factors might differ depending onthe specific type of evidence, the circumstances of the case and severalother aspects.
As it has been pointed out – the weight of evidence or its probative valuedoes not have a quantum and cannot be expressed or measured in terms ofgrams, volts or any other precise physical measure, but rather in terms ofprobability judgments (for example, I am confident that X is the murderer).Thus, lawyers, judges and other legal professionals commonly refer toprobability judgments in terms of non-mathematical concepts such asreliability, credibility, plausibility or likelihood to express judgments aboutthe probative value and effect of evidence.35
The factors of probative value have been widely discussed in the tribunals’case law. Accordingly, the main elements of the probative value are thereliability and credibility. The relationship between those elements is
35 Anderson, Schum, Twining (2005) at 228 - 229; see also Appazov (2013) at 23
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however unclear. In Kunarac et al., the ICTY Trials Chamber defined thereliability by comparing it to credibility in the following way:
Credibility depends upon whether the witness should bebelieved. Reliability assumes that the witness is speakingthe truth, but depends upon whether the evidence, ifaccepted, proves the fact to which it is directed.36The Appeals Chamber in the ICTR has further noted:Given the large meaning of the term 'reliability', theAppeals Chamber considers that the requirement of primafacie reliability indisputably encompasses the requirementof prima facie credibility.37Following the Court’s reasoning in Lubanga, where it pointed out that thereare ‘innumerable factors’, which might be relevant to the evaluation ofprobative value, it seems that the reliability and credibility are both factors,which will be evaluated as components of probative value. Therefore, thisapproach seems to suggest that the probative value is an overall concept,involving the factors of reliability and credibility.
In each case, the probative value of evidence must be weighed against itspossible prejudicial effect.38 Regarding the prejudicial effect, as mentionedabove, the Court pointed out in Lubanga, that the Chamber must be carefulto ensure that it is not unfair to admit the disputed material, for instancebecause evidence of slight or minimal probative value has the capacity toprejudice the Chamber’s fair assessment of the issues in the case.
For an example, the investigators might come across a photo on theaccused’s Facebook page, which shows that the accused was in friendlyrelations with some of the suspects. The photo might however have badquality, not entirely showing the faces of the people and therefore raise
36 International Criminal Procedure: Principles and Rules at 1024; see also Kunarac et al.,TC, 3 July 2000, para 737 Karemera et al., AC, ICTR-98-44-AR73.17, 29 May 2009, para 1538 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06-1399, 13 June 2008, para 41
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questions regarding its reliability. However, if there was already a suspicionthat the accused had certain relationships with the suspects on the photo,then the photo could strongly prejudice the Chamber while making thedecision. Therefore, the photo, which due to its bad quality could not evenbe considered entirely reliable, causes considerable prejudicial effect on theChamber.
In this example, the photo could possess less of a probative value because ofits bad quality. However, as mentioned earlier, there could be numerousdifferent aspects, which affect the probative value and the reliability of opensource evidence. Certain framework of reliability is set by the relevant legalinstruments, but the Court has also set several rules regarding theassessment of probative value in its case law. The different rules applying tothe open source evidence will be discussed in the following chapters.
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3. Article 69 (7) of the Statute
Generally, the Statute does not provide any guidelines to the parties on howto evaluate evidence during the investigations stage. However, there is acertain general rule set by article 69 (7), which points out evidence, whichcannot be considered reliable due to the way it was obtained. According tothe article, evidence obtained by means of a violation of the Rome Statute orinternationally recognized human rights shall not be admissible if (a) theviolation casts substantial doubt on the reliability of the evidence /…/.
As it can be concluded from the provision, some forms of illegality orviolations of human rights create the danger that the evidence, such asconfession obtained from a person during interrogation, may not be truthfulor reliable, as it may have been proffered as a result of the duress arisingfrom the circumstances of the violation.39 As there are numerous differentviolations, which might fall under the framework created in article 69 (7), itis possible that certain violations of the rights of the authors of open sourceinformation might also affect the reliability of open source evidence.
A violation of the Statute is a relatively straightforward concept, whichcould include a violation of any of the rights of an accused, victims orwitnesses or other substantial or procedural provisions of the Statute,provided that the violation is causally related to the collection of theimpugned evidence.40 The rights of persons during investigations aremainly regulated in article 55 and further in articles 66 – 67. Besides theviolations of the Statute, the provision also refers to the violations of‘internationally recognized human rights.’ This reference directs the Courtnot only to the large body of treaties and declarations adopted by the UN
39 H. Behrens/D. K. Piragoff ⊂	Triffterer	(2008),	at 133440 Ibid, p 1332
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and other intergovernmental organizations, but also to the rich case law ofinstitutions like the ECtHR and the UN Human Rights Committee.41
While the rights governed in the Statute are primarily relevant to otherinvestigation methods, e.g. witness interviews, then the reference to theinternationally recognized human rights might also be relevant to the opensource investigations. A hypothetical human rights concern, which couldarise during open source investigations is the author’s right to privacy. Animportant dilemma with the processing of the information that is collectedfrom the open sources, especially from the social media relates to thestorage of large datasets that contain quantities of digital personalinformation.42 For most people this profiling takes place without the datasubject even knowing that he or she is being profiled - this development hasled to significant concerns about privacy and data-protection as well as theright to a fair trial.43
People who are concerned with privacy and data protection in relation todata mining of open source information are not afraid, at least initially, ofthe loss of ownership over their — digital — personal data. They areprimarily concerned that their data is disconnected from the context inwhich they intended it to be. When people share information (e.g. abouttheir health), they share it with a certain audience of people (a doctor),within a certain environment (the hospital) where certain norms apply (e.g.doctor-patient confidentiality). Different to this example is the environmentof social networking sites, which deceivingly appear to be for a selectedaudience. In reality, sites like these are often fully transparent with manypeople listing and reproducing your pursuits. Making content publiclyaccessible is not equal to asking for it to be distributed, aggregated, or
41 Schabas (2010) at 84942 Eijkman, Weggemans (2012), at 291; see also Seifert, ’Data mining and HomelandSecurity: An overview. CRS Report for Research’, Congressional Research Service, 200743 Eijkman, Weggemans (2012), at 291
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otherwise scaled’.44 It has been argued therefore that the data mining ofsocial networking sites for security and intelligence purposes could beconsidered as a violation of privacy.45
Whether the violation of the right to privacy in open sources would bringthe exclusion of evidence on the bases of article 69 (7) is howeverquestionable. On one hand, the article seems to refer that any violation ofinternationally recognized human rights could cast a substantial doubt onthe reliability of evidence. On the other hand, however, it might be that onlysome, more serious violations could cast such doubt on the reliability ofevidence, that it could be considered ‘substantial’. In order to furtheranalyse if a violation of internationally recognized human rights could leadto an exclusion of open source evidence on the bases of article 69 (7), it isnecessary to look into the Court’s case law and interpretation of article 69(7).
3.1. Application of article 69 (7) in Lubanga
In Lubanga, the exclusion of evidence on the grounds of article 69 (7) wasdiscussed in relation to the violation of suspect’s right to privacy during asearch and seizure taken place at his home. Although the Trial Chamberconcluded that there was a disproportionate infringement to the suspect’sright to privacy, and therefore a violation of internationally recognizedhuman rights, then it also stated that the evidence shall only be inadmissible
if the violation casts substantial doubt on the reliability of evidence.46
While analysing the violations, which could cast substantial doubt on thereliability of evidence, the Chamber among other factors referred to the
44 D. Boyd, Privacy and Publicity in the Context of Big Data; see also Eijkman, Weggemans(2012), at 29245 Eijkman, Weggemans (2012), at 29246 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06, 24 June 2009, para 39 - 40
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decision made by the Pre Trial Chamber in the same case pointing outfollowing:
The infringement of the principle of proportionality did notaffect the reliability of the evidence seized from thesuspect’s home on the ground that had the search andseizure been conducted in full adherence to the principle ofproportionality, the content of the evidence would not havebeen different.47The Court therefore considerably narrowed down the violations of‘internationally recognized human rights’, which might cast substantialdoubt on the reliability of evidence. Following the Chamber’s reasoning,while deciding whether the violation casts substantial doubt on thereliability of evidence, it is necessary to analyse whether the content of theevidence would have been different had the investigation been conducted infull adherence to the right under question. If the content of the evidencewould not change depending on the adherence to the human rights duringthe collection of evidence, then the violation cannot be serious enough tocast substantial doubt on the reliability of evidence.
For an example, the content of a piece of evidence could change dependingon the adherence of a person’s human rights during interrogations. If, forexample, the suspect is subject to torture or inhumane treatment during aninterrogation, then it is highly likely that the content of the statement wouldhave been different had the investigators followed the suspect’sfundamental rights.
When it comes to open source investigations, it is not entirely clear whetherthe author’s right to privacy or any other internationally recognized humanright could be violated. However, even if a violation of privacy could occur,it is unlikely that the piece of evidence would get excluded based on article
47 Lubanga, TC I, ICC-01/04-01/06, 24 June 2009, para 85 - 86
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69 (7). This is because the content of the open source evidence is notdependent on the way it is obtained.
For example, the investigators could collect information from a suspect’sprivate Facebook page by creating a false account and therefore getting anapproval from the suspect to access certain information. Even if that kind ofa method would be considered to violate suspect’s right to privacy then theevidence would most likely not be excluded because the content of theinformation would not have been different had the investigators fullyadhered to the suspect’s right to privacy.
Therefore it can be concluded that article 69 (7) is foremost relevant to thecollection of other types of evidence. Due to the special nature of the opensource it is highly unlikely that any violation falling under article 69 (7)could cast substantial doubt on the reliability of open source evidence.
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4. Reliability of sources
Although the reliability of open source evidence is most probably notaffected by the violations mentioned in article 69 (7) then there arenumerous other factors, which might affect the reliability of that type ofevidence. Firstly, it is necessary to point out that the authors of the opensource evidence could often be unknown or unclear. Therefore the sourceitself could often be anonymous, making the evaluation of reliability highlycomplicated.
In relation to the testimonial evidence, the Court has stated that it should, tothe extent possible, be based on the first-hand and personal observations ofthe witness. The anonymous hearsay evidence, including the anonymousNGO reports and press releases are according to the Court problematic forthe following reasons:
 Proving allegations solely through anonymous hearsayputs the Defence in a difficult position because it is notable to investigate and challenge the trustworthiness ofthe source(s) of the information, thereby unduly limitingthe right of the Defence under article 61(6)(b) of theStatute to challenge the Prosecutor's evidence, a right towhich the Appeals Chamber attached "considerablesignificance".48
 Further, it is highly problematic when the Chamber itselfdoes not know the source of the information and isdeprived of vital information about the source of theevidence. In such cases, the Chamber is unable to assessthe trustworthiness of the source, making it all butimpossible to determine what probative value to attributeto the information. 49
48 Mbarushimana, AC, ICC-01/04-01/10-514 OA 4, 30 May 2012, para. 40; see also Gbagbo,PTC I, ICC-02/11-01/11, 3 June 2013, para 2949 Gbagbo, PTC I, ICC-02/11-01/11, 3 June 2013, para 27 - 29
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As it can be seen from the Court’s reasoning, for an effective evaluation ofevidence, it is essentially important that the source indicates, where did itobtain its information from. This information is especially important inorder to evaluate for an example the independence, motivation andimpartiality of the source.
While the Trial Chamber in Katanga and Ngudjolo decided to take arelatively strict approach towards the anonymous open source evidence,stating that the UN or NGO reports, not providing sufficient details abouttheir sources are automatically inadmissible and that the news articles andpress releases are only admissible if written by an expert50, then the morerecent approach towards an anonymous open source evidence, is morelenient. According to the Trial Chamber in Gombo:
The Chamber underlines once more that its determinationon the admissibility into evidence of an item has no bearingon the final weight to be afforded to it, which will only bedetermined by the Chamber at the end of the case whenassessing the evidence as a whole. /…//…/ Regarding a news article downloaded from the BBCwebpage, the Court notes that although the documentseems to have been found as a result of an internet searchand was not directly downloaded from the BBC newsagency from which it apparently originated, the Chamber issatisfied that it provides sufficient indicia that thedocument is what it purports to be, that is a press articlepublished by the BBC on the date mentioned therein. TheMajority of the Chamber is not persuaded by the defence'sargument that press/media reports should be rejectedwhere the prosecution is unable to identify the authors ofsuch report. 51Similarly to the Trial Chamber’s reasoning in Gombo, the Pre Trial Chamberin Gbagbo pointed out following:The admissibility of anonymous NGO reports does not - inany way - predetermine the Chamber's final assessment of
50 Katanga and Ngudjolo, TC, ICC-01/04-01/07, 1 December 2009, para 2451 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 9, 25
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the evidence or the weight to be afforded to it. Moreover,the Majority reiterates its view that anonymous NGOreports may be admitted for the limited purpose that theinformation contained therein may serve to corroborateother pieces of evidence.52According to this approach, the evidence gathered from open sources couldbe admitted even when there is no information regarding its origins, but theweight afforded to the evidence might vary. While the open source evidenceproviding clear indication to its sources would be afforded a higher weight,then the open source evidence, which does not provide any detailsregarding its origins or methodology would be afforded lower weight.
Therefore, while collecting evidence from the open sources it is firstlyimportant to check whether the source indicates its origins. While a piece ofopen source evidence could prove essentially important for theprosecution’s case then as long as it does not provide sufficient informationabout its sources, its weight could be relatively small.
4.1. Finding the origins of the sources
According to the verification experts, there is a list of questions, which couldbe asked while searching for the original source of the information:
1. Is there same or similar posts/content elsewhere on open sources?2. When was the first version of it uploaded/filmed/shared?3. Can you identify the location, where the information was posted?4. Are any websites linked from the content?5. Can you identify the person who shared/uploaded the information,and contact them for more information?53
52 Gbagbo, PTC I, ICC-02/11-01/11, 3 June 2013, para 2253 Silverman/Tsubaki ⊂ Silverman, at chapter 9
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If similar information has been shared by several different sources, then itcould often be that the source, which first published the information, is theoriginal one and the rest are simply copying the same information. For anexample, a discussion in a blog could be started by a news article. At thesame time, it could also happen that the same source is deliveringinformation to many other providers. For an example, a newscorrespondent is sharing information with several different news channelsat the same time. In that case, the original source of the information wouldbe the correspondent or the team providing the information, and the newschannels would be the secondary sources.
It can also be helpful to find out the location of the information provider, asthe ones near the events might be more precise in their reflections than theones reflecting the events from distance. For example, while a news mediaprovider based in the capital of the state might provide information about arebel attack to a village then the local people living in the attacked villagemight provide better informed data on social media.
Regarding videos, films, photographs and audio recordings, the TrialChamber in Katanga and Ngudjolo stated that before video or audiomaterial can be admitted, the Chamber will require evidence of originalityand integrity. Since the relevance of audio or video material depends on thedate and/or location of recording, evidence must be provided in thisregard.54 The same photo or video, for an example, might be shared byvarious different sites and sources in different contexts.
It has been pointed out in relation to the sources of photos and videos thatin order to reveal their original provenance, applications such as GoogleImage Search or TinEye can prove to be useful and usually the photo orvideo with the highest resolution/size is the original one. Additionally, forverifying provenance of images it might be helpful to:
54 Katanga and Ngudjolo, TC, ICC-01/04-01/07, 1 December 2009, para 24
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 Check to see if the image has any metadata (data about data). Usesoftware like Photoshop or free tools such as Fotoforensics.com orFindexif.com to see information about the model of the camera, thetimestamp of the image, and the dimensions of the original image.
 Social networks like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram strip out mostmetadata. Flickr is an exception. Instead, try Geofeedia and Ban.jo toidentify the GPS data from the mobile device that uploaded the image.55
For verifying provenance of video, it could be useful to:
 Use acronyms, place names and other pronouns for good keywordsearch on video sharing platforms such as YouTube, Vimeo and Youku.
 Use Google Translate when dealing with contents in a foreign language.
 Use the date filter to find the earliest videos matching the keywords.
 Use Google Image Search or TinEye to perform a reverse videothumbnail search.56
It has been stated that photographic evidence functions as a conduit ofinformation relating to the condition of the scene and that photographyprovides an excellent visual communication tool to allow the crime scene tobe explained and demonstrated in court together with sketches and oralevidence from the investigator who attended the scene. Nevertheless, it hasto be noted that different photos could possess varying levels of subjectivity
55 Silverman/Tsubaki ⊂ Silverman, at chapter 956 Ibid.
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and objectivity.57 The credibility of the content of photographic and videoevidence will be further discussed in the 5th chapter.
4.2. Impartiality and independence of
sources
After the source of the evidence is revealed, it is necessary to check itsimpartiality and independence. Depending on the background of the source,and where it gathers its information, several concerns might raise regardingits independence. Some of the sources could be biased by the political ornational views for an example, while some might also be directly related tothe parties of the trial. For an example, a newspaper, which is sponsored bythe government, might not be impartial, because it provides news stronglyinfluenced by the government’s political views.The impartiality of open source evidence was discussed by the TrialChamber in Gombo, where the Court noted following:The NGO Reports can be considered prima facie reliable,provided that they offer sufficient guarantees ofimpartiality. Based on its review of the content of thereports under question, the Majority was satisfied that theyoffered satisfactory information on their sources ofinformation and methodology, providing sufficient indiciaof reliability to warrant their admission into evidence.58The Court further pointed out that the NGO reports under question wereprepared based on the information gathered during and after aninvestigative mission to the CAR and the majority was satisfied that thereports provide sufficient indicia of reliability to warrant their admissioninto evidence.59 It can be assumed that the reason why the reports underquestion were considered to offer sufficient guarantees of reliability is the
57 Porter, G. at 4058 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 2159 Ibid., para 19
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fact that they were prepared based on an investigative mission, thereforethe facts were first-hand.While in this case questions regarding the impartiality of an open sourcearose in relation to the NGO reports, then the impartiality might also bequestioned in relation to other open sources. Similarly to the NGOs, thenews articles, for example, could be conducted following differentmethodologies or sources of information. While some of the news mediasources could be considered independent, basing their releases on first-hand information then others could be closely related to the parties or havestrong political biases.
Open sources might often spread false information benefitting some of thesuspects. As the crimes under Court’s jurisdiction are often related to thepresent or previous government officials of the states then the news mediacould be strongly biased to spread false propaganda or false informationfavoring the accused. Besides the biased news media, there might often belarge groups of people favoring some of the accused and thereforespreading biased information on social media or blogs.
In order to evaluate the independence of the source, it might be importantto search for the previous pieces of information that the same source haspublished and also other sources, that are in the network. Many socialmedia sites provide lists of people that are associated or connected to theusers, and also many news media providers provide links to similar sourceswith similar backgrounds. In order to evaluate the source’s independence itmight be helpful to consider the following questions:
o How active are they on the account? What do they talkabout/share?
o What biographical information is evident on the account? Doesit link anywhere else?
o What kind of content have they previously uploaded?
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o Where is the uploader based, judging by the account history?60
The biographical information might often be important to evaluate as itcould link the source to some of the parties to the procedure. For example,information coming from a close relative could often not be consideredimpartial or independent. The location where the information was uploadedcould also provide relevant information about the connections and relationsof the source.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the impartiality of the sources ofevidence could be questionable even if there is a clear indication to theauthor of the information and its methodology. For example, NGO reports,which are prepared based on on-site investigations could easily reflect thepolitical biases of the country, where the NGO originates from. Similarly, thewitnesses, who are by no means connected or related to the suspect oraccused could be biased by their personal beliefs or views. Therefore, theimpartiality of sources is always questionable and it is mostly impossible tofind absolutely impartial and independent source of evidence.
4.3. Corroborating sources
As in some of the cases the authors of open source evidence could be foundand identified then it is possible for the investigators to contact the originalsource of the information and obtain further information. Contacting theactual source of the information might give the investigators an opportunityto ask further details about the information provided and therefore alsoincrease the reliability of the source.
60 Silverman/Tsubaki ⊂ Silverman, at chapter 9
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The importance of corroborating sources was stressed by the Court in
Mbarushimana, where the prosecution had based a large part of itsreasoning on the publicly available NGO reports. The Court noted following:
Although no evidence was provided to the Chamber inrelation to an attack against the civilian population inBusurungi on or about 28 April 2009 then based on thewitness statements, read together with UN and HumanRights Watch Reports, the Chamber is satisfied that thereare substantial grounds to believe that three women werefound dead near Busurungi, with wounds and signs ofrape.61Following the Court’s reasoning, the open source information served ascorroborating evidence for the witness statements and thereforeconsiderably increased the reliability of the statements. Similarly to thissituation, it might also happen that the open source evidence iscorroborated by another piece of evidence and therefore the reliability ofthe evidence increases, or that multiple pieces of open source evidencecorroborate each other and therefore provide more reliable information tothe trial.
In Gombo for an example the Trial Chamber stated in relation to a pressarticle published by the BBC that although the admission of this evidence isfor limited purposes to be determined on a case-by-case basis then it couldserve to corroborate other pieces of evidence.62 Therefore, even if a piece ofopen source evidence is considered to possess relatively small amount ofprobative value, it could still be useful for the proceedings as it can serve tocorroborate other pieces of evidence.
While finding the corroborating evidence, the guidelines issued for thecrises journalists can be useful again. According to the guidelines, there aresome questions, which can be asked while searching for corroborating
61 Mbarushimana (ICC-01/04-01/10-465-Red), PTC I, 16 December 2011, para 13562 Gombo, TC, ICC-01/05-01/08, 27 June 2013, para 25
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sources:
 Can you confirm the identity of, and contact, the author?
 Try to find other accounts associated with the same name/usernameon other social networks in order to find more information:
o If you find a real name, use people search tools (Spokeo,White Pages, Pipl.com, WebMii) to find the person's address,email and telephone number.
o Check other social networks, such as LinkedIn, to find outabout the person's professional background.63
In some of the open sources it is relatively easy to confirm the identity ofthe author and find contact details. For example, a report issued by HumanRights Watch generally contains the name of the author and the date whenthe report was issued. The search for authors might be, however, morechallenging when it comes to the anonymous bloggers or social media.
As the social media sites might often not refer to the person’s real name orcontact details, it might be necessary to search for similar usernames indifferent networks, databases. Some of the networks might give informationabout the person’s social background, the groups of people he or she isassociated with etc., and some others might lead the investigators toinformation about the person’s professional background. All thisinformation could be helpful while identifying the author of evidence andfinding corroborating pieces of information.
63 Silverman/Tsubaki ⊂ Silverman, at chapter 9
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4.4. Prior experience with the source
As the investigators conduct open source searches on a regular basis, theredevelops a certain network of different sources. While some of the sourceshave history of providing accurate and trustworthy information then someother sources might be known for spreading false data. In Ngudjolo theCourt questioned the reliability of a witness as the witness had a history ofthreatening and interrupting the testimony and even refusing to appear incourt.64 Therefore, because of the negative experiences with the specificwitness, the reliability of the source decreased.
With the open sources, there are no questions arising regarding theinterruptions of testimony or refusing to appear in the court. However,there are several other ways that the negative previous experiences couldaffect the reliability of open sources.  For example, when a source has beenspreading false information in the past, its reliability becomes morequestionable than with the sources, which are known to providetrustworthy data. For example, a specific blogger, who is known to publishfalse data could be assumed to be less trustworthy than an internationallyrecognized NGO report, which is known to publish trustworthy information.
However, even when certain sources are known to provide credibleinformation, it does not mean that the investigators could rely on themautomatically on a regular basis. It must be considered that even known andtrusted sources might make mistakes. For example, an NGO, which hasprovided trustworthy information in numerous previous reports could stillmake mistakes in its research and preparation
Therefore, the history of providing reliable, trustworthy information mightraise the general reliability of a specific source, but it should always betaken into consideration that even the most trustworthy sources could
64 Ngudjolo (ICC-01/04-02/12-3-tENG), TC II, 18 December 2012 para 141
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provide incredible information for various reasons. Hence the source mustalways be evaluated separately, depending on the specific information andcase under investigation.
It could be helpful however to conduct a certain database of different opensources, which also reflects the previous experiences with the source,indicates possible biases that the source could have and refers to thepossible corroborating sources. For an example, a blogger, whose posts areoften screened by the Court and possibly used in the investigations, couldhave a profile in the Court’s database. As the profile could indicate thetrustworthiness and the prior experiences with this source, then it wouldmake the open source investigations relatively more effective and time-efficient.
4.5. Language of the source
The Court has stressed the importance of accurate translations of evidenceon several instances. For an example in Ngudjolo, the Court noted that theinterpretations could not always reflect what was said absolutely perfectlyand precisely. The Chamber also noted various occasions where there weredifficulties in understanding the transcriptions of statements.65 While thiswas stated in relation the translations of witness statements, similardifficulties might also arise regarding open source evidence.
As the most accurate, instant and detailed news and reflections aboutevents are often published by the local news media providers and the localpeople then it might often happen that the information is in a differentlanguage than the working languages in the Court. While there are alwaystranslators and interpreters available then depending on the content andcontext of the information, it might happen that some words or phrases are
65 Ngudjolo, TC II, (ICC-01/04-02/12-3-tENG), 18 December 2012 para 62
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difficult or complex to translate to the official working languages or thereare no correspondent phrases.
For example, if some of the local people are spreading statements anddetailed overviews about certain violent attacks taken place in their villagein Kenya and the statements are published in Swahili, it could be timeconsuming and challenging to give accurate translations of thosestatements.
Also, with the witness statements, for example, it is always known that theprovided evidence is at least to some extent relevant to the proceedings, butwith the information coming from the open sources, it could be that theinvestigators are taking the trouble of translating certain information and itturns out to be completely irrelevant and useless for the proceedings.
For those situations, there are, however, tools like Google Translate, whichcould help the investigators to get a general first impression about theinformation and when it turns out to be relevant then more specific andaccurate translations can be obtained. With some more remote and exoticlanguages, it is however possible that those quick translation opportunitiesdo not exist and therefore translators are necessary.
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5. The credibility of the open
source information
Even if the source of evidence can be considered reliable then it does notnecessarily mean, that the information delivered by the source is alsocredible. For an example, in the ICTY case of Kupreskic et al., the judgespointed out following:
“/…/ an enormous amount of research has determined thatthe relationship between the certainty expressed by awitness and the correctness of the identification is veryweak. /…/ Even witnesses who are very sincere, honestand convinced about their identification are very oftenwrong.”66Same could also happen to the open sources. While a source could fulfil allthe reliability criterions discussed in the previous chapter, then it could stilldeliver incredible information.  For an example, a news article, whichprovides information about its sources and methodology and is alsocorroborated by an oral statement of the author of the article, could beconsidered to be a relatively reliable source. At the same time, theinformation itself could be incredible, as it provides wrong facts.
5.1. Entirety of the information
In relation to witness statements, the Court has stressed that it is importantto take into consideration the entirety of the testimony, having regard inparticular to the capacity and the quality of their recollection. Whileassessing the entirety of the witness statements, the Court has discussed thelevel of detail provided by the witnesses in their testimonies and also the
66 Kupreskic et al., AC, (IT-95-16-A), 23 October 2001 para 138
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accuracy and the clear descriptions of the events.67In Ngudjolo, the Court pointed out following:
The witness provided useful information on the itineraryfollowed by the battalion on its journey to Beni. Hedescribed clearly and with manifest attempt of accuracythe military positions within the group and those of thevarious commanders in charge, in addition to giving areasonably clear description of the military discipline inforce within the militia, useful details of the names of thecommanders in charge of his task and information on theworkings of the military tribunal.68The level of detail, accuracy and the clear description of the events underquestion could also be evaluated in relation to the open source evidence.For an example, some of the open sources only provide a very generalreview of the events under question while some of the other sourcesprovide a detailed overview.Nevertheless, when it comes to the witness statements then the evaluationof the accuracy could be assumed to be important in order to evaluatewhether the witness recollects the events correctly. For an example, an eye-witness could be assumed to remember the details such as the date of anattack, the clothing of the perpetrators or the weather during the attack.Those kind of details indicate that the witness is telling the truth and canremember the event clearly enough. When it comes to the open sourceinformation however, then the sources might deliberately exclude some ofthe information and reflect only chosen parts of certain events.For an example, an NGO report, which is not providing information aboutthe clothing of the suspects could not be considered less credible for thisreason. Similarly, a news article, which only states that an attack hasoccurred in certain region, not reflecting the exact time and weather duringthe attack could not be considered less credible for that reason. Therefore a
67 Ngudjolo (ICC-01/04-02/12-3-tENG), TC II, 18 December 2012 para 53, 136 - 13768 Ibid.
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piece of open source evidence, which is not reflecting the details of theevents in accuracy could not be considered less credible for that reason.As it was mentioned above, the open sources could provide information fordifferent purposes. Depending on the specific purpose of the piece ofevidence, the entirety and accuracy of the information might vary largely.However, even if a piece of evidence is only referring that an attackoccurred in a certain location, then it does not automatically mean that thisinformation is incredible. Here it is again relevant to stress the importanceof corroborating sources. While the information provided by an open sourcecould be very general, then it could be helpful to contact the authors of theinformation to gain more knowledge of the event or search for furtherinformation on other sources.
5.2. Consistency of the information
In Mbarushimana, the prosecution based a large part of its reasoningconcerning certain war crimes on the evidence collected from open sources,such as reports issued by the UN and Human Rights Watch. The Courthowever noted following:Given the paucity of the information provided, theinconsistencies between the data and the lack ofcorroborating evidence, there are no sufficient grounds tobelieve that the alleged crimes occurred. /…/.69The inconsistencies between the data might occur internally, meaning thatthe same piece of information contradicts itself, while it could also happenthat the piece of information contradicts another document, resulting inexternal inconsistency.An internal inconsistency might be the result of a technical mistake, while it
69 Mbarushimana (ICC-01/04-01/10-465-Red), PTC I, 16 December 2011, para 75 – 78, 115- 122
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might also refer that the information is incredible in general. For example, ifa witness statement contradicts itself then it could be a clear sign that thewitness is not telling the truth. Same could happen with an open sourceevidence, information, which contradicts itself could be easily consideredincredible.It must be taken into consideration however that a contradiction might alsobe a result of a technical mistake. For an example, an NGO report couldprovide credible information, but in one part of the report, there is anindication to a number, which is different from the one mentioned above. Insuch cases it could easily be, that the inconsistency does not refer to the factthat the report cannot be considered truthful or credible, but instead theinconsistency is a result of a simple mistake.It might however also happen, that multiple different pieces of open sourceevidence contradict each other. For an example, a news article describes anattack to a village in one way and a local person from the village describesthe attack in a different way. In those cases it could be assumed that eitherone of the sources provides incredible information.In case of an external contradiction, it could be helpful to evaluate both ofthe sources and the information according to the criteria provided aboveand conclude, which one of the sources could be considered to be morereliable in general. For an example, a person might post information onsocial media referring that his village was attacked by a certain rebel group.A local newspaper on the other hand could post information that the villagewas attacked by the government forces. It could happen, that the personposting information on social media is found out to be closely related to thegovernment forces and therefore there are considerable concerns regardinghis impartiality. The newspaper however, could be considered to beimpartial and therefore in this situation more reliable source.
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5.3. Credibility of the photographic and video
evidence
As it was already discussed earlier while analysing the methods of findingout the origins of different sources, the photos and videos found on opensources could possess varying levels of subjectivity and objectivity.Depending on the quality of the material and several other aspects, thecredibility of the photo or video could vary largely.
Regarding the reliability of the photographic evidence, it has been arguedthat the thresholds will vary depending on the type of photography and itsmode of inquiry. Some of the aspects, which are relevant to the evaluation ofthe credibility of photographic evidence, are following:
1. The device used to take the photo could largely affect the credibilityof the material, as some of the photos could be taken with high-resolution cameras, while the others could be taken with devicesproviding lower resolution.
2. It might also be important to evaluate the lightning of thephotographic evidence as the photos taken during the day couldprovide clearer image of the events than the photos taken during thenight, not accurately showing the faces of the people etc.
3. Additionally, it is important to evaluate the ankle that the photo wastaken from. For an example, when the photographer was in themiddle of an attack and took a photo from his or her standpoint thenit could be that the photo does not provide a whole picture of theattack. At the same time, a person who took the photo from distance,
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from a window of a higher house for an example, could havecaptured the whole event a little more objectively.70
The same aspects could also be relevant to analyse in relation to videoevidence. Videos might be taken with different devices from different anklesand in different lightning. Depending on those factors, the credibility of thematerial could differ largely.
It has to be pointed out however, that when it comes to the photo or videoevidence, then it is always best to have several different photos or videostaken by different people. For an example, a person who took a photo fromher home window above a square where a rebel attack took place couldhave captured the whole attack, while a person who took a photo from thesquare could have captured specific witnesses, victims or suspects.
70 Porter (2011), at 57
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6. Conclusions
Coming back to the research question posed in the beginning of thisresearch and the initial purpose of the paper, there are several conclusions,which have to be pointed out. Firstly, it is necessary to state, that the initialevaluation of reliability during the investigative phase should not take placein a vacuum. Instead, the evaluation should firstly consider, whether theevidence is relevant to the aspects considered at the trial and secondly, theprobative value of evidence must be weighed against its possible prejudicialeffect. While the evidence considered irrelevant should be excluded alreadyin the investigative phase, then the relevant evidence will be subject to theinitial evaluation of probative value.
Although it has been stated by the Court, that there are innumerable factors,which might be relevant for the evaluation of probative value, then theassessment of reliability and credibility form a large part of this evaluationaccording to the present case law. While the initial evaluation of reliabilityinvolves the sources of evidence, then the evaluation of credibility concernsthe information provided by the source and answers the question, whetherthe information should be believed or not.
According to the Statute and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, it is oneof the key principles of the international criminal procedure in the ICC thatthe Chamber has to be able to assess the evidence ‘freely’. Nevertheless,there is a certain standard of reliability provided by the Statute and therelevant case law.
Article 69 (7) of the Statute points out that evidence obtained by means of aviolation of the Rome Statute or internationally recognized human rightsshall not be admissible if the violation casts substantial doubt on thereliability of the evidence /…/. As the article sets a relatively wide criterion
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of violations, which might cast substantial doubt on the reliability ofevidence, then it is not excluded that a violation, which occurred during anopen source investigation, could also cast a substantial doubt on thereliability of evidence.
Following the Court’s reasoning in Lubanga, it is however highly unlikelythat a violation during an open source investigation could cast such doubton the reliability of evidence, that it can be considered substantial. Thereason for this is that the content of the open source evidence would notchange depending on the violation. If a person’s right to privacy is violatedon open sources for an example, then the content of evidence would be thesame, had the investigators not violated the person’s right to privacy.
Apart from article 69 (7), there are however several other factors, pointedout in the relevant case law, which could affect the reliability of open sourceevidence.  The reliability of sources for an example is highly dependent onthe fact whether the source indicates where it obtained its information fromor not. If there is a clear reference to the methodology and source of theinformation, then the Court is able to conclude whether the source isreliable or not. However, if it is unclear, where does the source obtain itsinformation from, then the whole process of evaluation is highlycomplicated and often impossible.
If there is a clear indication to the source of evidence, then different factorsaffecting the reliability of evidence can be evaluated. The reliability mightbe affected by the impartiality and independence of the source for anexample, as the open sources could often be related to some of the parties tothe trial. Considering that the ICC trials often involve political leaders andopposition members then the news articles for an example could be biasedby the publisher’s political preferences.
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Additionally, the reliability of sources could be affected by the fact whetherthere are corroborating sources, which could provide supportinginformation or confirm the information provided by the open sources. AnNGO report for an example could be supported by an oral statement madeby the author, while a post on social media could be supported by anewspaper article or a radio podcast.
The reliability of open sources could also be evaluated depending on theprior experience with the source. A source, which has a history of providingfalse information, could be considered less reliable, while a source, whichhas been trustworthy in the past, could be considered more reliable.Similarly, it is necessary to consider the original language of the source.While some of the sources publish its information in another language thanthe one spoken in the Court, then it must be taken into consideration, thatsome of the important instances could go missing during the translationprocess.
When it comes to the credibility of the information provided by the opensources, then it is firstly important to note that there is an importantdifference between the credibility of witness statements, which forms alarge body of the Court’s case law regarding the assessment of credibilityuntil now, and the credibility of open source evidence.
The reason for this is that the credibility of witness statements oftenconcerns the fact whether the witness can sufficiently recall the eventsunder question or not. For this evaluation it is often necessary to evaluatethe level of details and accuracy proved by the witness. With the opensource evidence, the evaluation of accuracy and level of details is howevernot relevant, as the general character of the open source evidence isconsiderably different. News articles for an example can purposefully selectthe most important information to publish and NGO reports could onlyreflect the events, which are directly related to their interest zone.
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For the evaluation of the credibility of open source evidence, it is howeverhighly relevant to analyse the consistency of the information. The internalinconsistencies for an example could refer to the general incredibility of theinformation, while the external inconsistencies between two or moresources could refer that one of the sources could not be considered reliable.
Regarding the photographic and video evidence available on open sources,the credibility standards could be considerably different from the onesapplicable for the rest of open source evidence. It could be relevant toevaluate the quality of the photo/video, the ankle from which it was takenor the lightning of the scene.
Finally, it has to be stressed once again that the general principle in the ICCprocedures is that the Court is free to assess the evidence on case-to-casebasis. This means that notwithstanding those guidelines for the initialevaluation of evidence, there Court might always come to differentconclusions in its assessment of evidence or require additional supportinginformation.
Considering the highly beneficial nature of the open source evidence to theICC in general, and the large range of open source investigations conductedby the Court on regular basis, it is however necessary that the investigatorshave some type of general framework in their possession, according towhich initially evaluate the open source evidence. As it was concluded fromthe relevant case law, certain framework can be drawn and some guidelinescan be pointed out. The future case law regarding the admissibility andevaluation of open source evidence, will however decide whether this typeof investigations will gain more weight in the Court’s procedures or remainto serve as corroborating and secondary evidence.
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